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Replication is a way of copying and updating information in a database. This allows all users to see the same information and any changes made to it. Replication also duplicates the database across a number of computers so that, if one computer goes down, the information is not lost and can still be accessed. Pro SQL Server 2005 Replication, written by Sujoy Paul, a Microsoft Certified Professional for SQL Server, focuses on this most critical and complex of data management tasks.
This book is for Microsoft database developers and administrators who want to learn about the different types of replication and those best suited to SQL Server 2005. The book will also delve into advanced topics like replication of SQL Server with heterogeneous databases, replication of different database objects like stored procedures, backup and recovery of replicated databases, plus performance and tuning. This book is an ideal read whether youre a novice or advanced replication user.

About the Author

Sujoy Paul is a results-oriented database and software professional with extensive experience in different relational database management systems like MS SQL Server 2000, Sybase ASA, and Sybase ASE; data modeling; case-based tools like PowerDesigner; and coding and testing in demanding hi-tech environments. Sujoy's background includes expertise in database replication, with special interest in two-way replication, backup and recovery, performance and tuning, and troubleshooting. Sujoy has a demonstrated ability to provide training for replication and Microsoft certifications on design and administration of SQL Server 2000. Sujoy is a Microsoft Certified Professional (installing, configuring, and administering Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Enterprise Edition).
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Learning Gerrit Code ReviewPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage the power of Gerrit Code Review to make software development more cooperative and social


	Overview

	
		Understand the concepts of collective code review using Gerrit through a set of simple examples
	
		Integrate code review functionality into Continuous Integration with Jenkins
	...
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A First Course in Digital CommunicationsCambridge University Press, 2009

	Communication technology has become pervasive in the modern world, and ever more complex. Focusing on the most basic ideas, this carefully paced, logically structured textbook is packed with insights and illustrative examples, making this an ideal introduction to modern digital communication. Examples with step-by-step solutions help with the...
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Weather and Climate Experiments (Facts on File Science Experiments)Facts on File, 2009
Study of the weather and climate helps students understand weather conditions and the science behind weather research. Temperature, barometric pressure, wind, and precipitation are just a few of the types of data routinely collected and analyzed by meteorologists. By studying weather, students can understand more about what is going on in the...
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Multivariate Time Series Analysis: With R and Financial ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	
		An accessible guide to the multivariate time series tools used in numerous real-world applications

	
		Multivariate Time Series Analysis: With R and Financial Applications is the much anticipated sequel coming from one of the most influential and prominent experts on the topic of time series. Through a...
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Epidemiology: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2010

	Epidemiology plays an all-important role in many areas of medicine, from discovering the relationship between tobacco smoking and lung cancer, to documenting the impact of diet, the environment, and exercise on general health, to tracking the origin and spread of new epidemics such as Swine Flu. It is truly a vital field, central to the...
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Game Design Workshop, Second Edition: A Playcentric Approach to Creating Innovative GamesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
There is magic in games.

Not magic like a Level 19 fi reball spell is magic. Not the kind of magic you get when you purchase a trick in a magic store. And not the kind of mystical experience that organized religion can go on about. No, games are magic in the way that fi rst kisses are magic, the way that fi nally arriving at a perfect...
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